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PADD1 / East Coast

In easy-to-read PDF format,
the OPIS Refinery Maintenance
Report provides timely discovery
and analysis of planned
maintenance and unplanned
Market Challenge
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Timely and detailed information about refinery unit outages
production
and
the
domestic
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fuel marketers, but
difficult
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due to
the proprietary nature of refinery operational status. This is
fuel supply.
especially true during accidents or severe weather events

*PBF Energy – The reformer at the company’s 190,200-

The OPIS Refinery Maintenance Report is a PADD-by-PADD
summary of all planned and unplanned U.S. operational events,
updated as units go offline or come back on.

b/d Delaware City, Del., refinery is scheduled to undergo a
turnaround in November 2018, officials disclosed in a May 3
conference call. The refinery’s alkylation unit saw planned
maintenance in Q1.

maintenance on multiple units that began in mid-March. The
refinery in the northwest corner of the state serves markets
in Pennsylvania and parts of New York and Ohio.

PADD2 / Midwest
BP – The company’s 430,000-b/d refinery in Whiting,

As previously reported, an unidentified process unit

Ind., will undergo planned maintenance in March, industry

experienced a leak on April 18. Emissions reported to

sources tell OPIS. The work is said to include work on at least

regulators included hydrogen sulfide and sulfur dioxide.

one of the three crude units, with start and ends dates not

*PBF Energy – Several units at the company’s 166,000b/d Paulsboro, N.J., refinery are scheduled for a turnaround
in early Q4, officials said in a May 3 conference call. Work on
the smaller of two crude units and the coker is to begin in late
September and extend into most of October.
As previously reported, the FCC at the refinery appears
to have been shut on March 27, but perhaps for only a day
or two. The 55,000-b/d FCC last underwent turnaround
maintenance in February 2016.
Phillips 66 – Whatever the operating issue that reduced
rates on April 23 at the company’s 256,400-b/d Bayway
refinery in Linden, N.J., it appears not to have been long
lasting, as suggested by EIA data for the seven-day period
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ended April 27. PADD 1 utilization was 94.6% of capacity,
aided in part by the return of United’s refinery in Warren, Pa.

immediately known. OPIS history shows the most recent
scheduled crude unit turnaround was done on the 90,000b/d crude unit in Fall 2016, with the largest CDU (260,000
b/d) last in turnaround in Spring 2016 and the smallest CDU
(65,000 b/d) last in turnaround in Fall 2012.
BP-Husky – The companies’ 160,000-b/d joint-venture
refinery in Toledo, Ohio, began a turnaround in the first
week of April which is seen extending through the end of the
month, market sources told OPIS. Units seeing work include
at least one crude unit (said to be the smaller of two) and the
coker, according to some accounts.
CVR Energy – Confirming market talk from early February,
the company said on Feb. 22 that “failure of the fractionation
system” at its 125,000-b/d Coffeyville, Kan., refinery resulted
in RVP specification issues in gasoline production during
the month. After inspection of the system, operators found

United Refining – The company’s 70,000-b/d refinery in

“additional damage” to the FCC necessitating repair. The

Warren, Pa., appears to have returned to operations in the

refinery should return to regular rates in late February or

week ended April 27, judging by weekly EIA data as of that

early March, the company said.

In easy-to-read PDF format, the OPIS Refinery Maintenance
Report provides timely discovery and analysis of planned
maintenance and unplanned events influencing refinery
production and the domestic fuel supply.
date. The agency’s report showed PADD 1 crude inputs
increasing by 67,000 b/d over the previous seven days.

*ExxonMobil – The company’s 260,000-b/d Joliet refinery

in Illinois shut its alkylation unit on May 3 to repair a leak,

Industry sources had told OPIS that as of April 25

word of which sent Midwest spot gasoline values higher.

the refinery was wrapping up some 40 days of planned

ExxonMobil said the leak was stopped and it was meeting

All refinery and processing unit capacity figures are given in barrels per stream day (as of Jan. 1, 2017) per the EIA Refinery Capacity Report from June
2017. Material is from the best possible sources, but because of the reticence of many companies to confirm unit outages, it cannot be guaranteed.

The OPIS Refinery Maintenance Report is published by OPIS by IHS Markit. Redistribution (photocopying or forwarding) without written permission is strictly prohibited
and aggressively enforced. Please direct any questions or feedback about (or updates to) the report to energyrefineryupdates@opisnet.com or call 888-301-2645.

that create unexpected supply constraints. Unit outages can
force refiners into the spot market to cover supply, which
can affect regional pricing dynamics.

For more information, call 888 301 2645 or 1 301 284 2000,
email energysales@opisnet.com

Benefits
Plan for potential
shortages with real-time outage
opisnet.com
notifications and accurate repair timeframes
Receive email updates as soon as units go offline/online
Find data quickly in a single, concise report, organized
by PADD
Understand the market impact of outages with
expert analysis across the fuel supply chain
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• Spot
• Rack
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